Tasting Notes
Regular & Spring/Summer Ales
ENVILLE ALE –
ABV 4.5%
Based on a 19th century recipe, this traditional beekeepers ale is light in colour with fruity notes
and a hint of sweetness to compliment the dry hoppy taste. Brewed using our own natural spring
water, 100% Maris Otter floor malted barley, top fermenting ale yeast, specially selected honeys
and pure English hops, it is no surprise that our flagship Enville Ale has been a consistent
CAMRA and beer festival winner and collected more than twenty awards since 1993.
ENVILLE GINGER –
ABV 4.6%

ENVILLE WHITE –
4.2%

Produced using root extract
ginger this ingeniously created
ginger beer has a flavour
which is not overpowering
and is very refreshing.
Runner-up at the Stourbridge
Beer Festival 2009.

This very pale straw coloured beer
is brewed with 20% wheat, has a
gentle hop aroma and a dry finish.
It makes a very enjoyable and
refreshing all year round drink.
Five time festival winner.

CHERRY BLONDE –
ABV 4.2%

SIMPKISS BITTER –
4.0%

A light blonde bitter delicately
infused with essence of
Cherry to produce a Belgium
style fruit flavoured beer. The
aroma and taste surpass
expectation whilst the bitter
finish is dry, hoppy and
refreshing.

Simpkiss Bitter was previously
brewed by Simpkiss in Brierley
Hill as Simpkiss Ale. The Dennis
brewery closed in 1985 but is
warmly remembered by older
drinkers in the West Midlands. A
taste worth remembering and one
you won't forget!

NAILMAKER MILD –
ABV 4.0%

DRAGONS DEN –
ABV 4.5%

With a defined hop aroma and
an ideal gravity this mild
enjoys a certain degree of
initial sweetness and caramel
notes associated with
traditional mild yet still
manages to produce a dry
finish.

Medium coloured, perfectly
balanced mid-strength ale offering
a truly memorable English bitter
taste and body. Perfect for slaying
a monstrous thirst or simply
celebrating St George’s Day in
patriotic style. Dragons Den is the
perfect alternative for those who
prefer a drier taste.

PHOENIX IPA –
ABV 4.8%

OLD PORTER –
4.5%

This satisfying, full-bodied
IPA is a traditional Indian
style beer brewed using the
new Phoenix variety of hops
resulting in a very pale,
powerful, and sophisticated
beer. A classic flavour from
classic ingredients.

A traditional style Porter, dark in
appearance and offering a complex
mix of roast malt and fruit flavours
with a degree of sweetness giving
way to a dry finish. CAMRA
award winner in the Porter
category 2009.

Enville Brewery, Hollies Lane, Cox Green, Nr. Stourbridge, West Midlands DY7 5LG
Telephone 01384 873728
www.envilleales.com
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